
CHECKLIST

Find the best personalized
learning platform 

You need these four essential ingredients

Make sure it can help you
provide early intervention and

individualized support 

The right platform should
facilitate (and not complicate) 

Supplemental reading
How-to explainer videos
Games, interactive activities
A variety of assessments
Other learning tools

Easy to implement
and use every day

Supports a variety of
learning pathways

Emphasizes data-
driven decisions

Aligns with rigorous
learning standards

Content control, creativity, and collaboration

Access to a large library
of teaching resources

Flexible self-service
tools for updating

your content anytime

Drag-and-drop
authoring to save

time building courses
from scratch

Instant learning
personalization,
based on each

student's profile 

Collaboration
options for teachers
to share and improve

courses together

Does it offer the complete
picture of how students learn?

Academic interests and strengths
Unique learning styles
Learning behaviors and progress
What engages them in a lesson
How they respond to different types
of assessments

flipped or blended learning.



TIPS FOR LONG-TERM
SUCCESS

A personalized learning solution should
empower teachers

Be able to track in real time:
assessment scores, grades,
learning pace, and more

Provide a wealth of
actionable data, to inform

key decisions and bring more
transparency to your school 

Automation tools
to reduce their

workloads

Goal oriented to
improve college

readiness

Valuable insights
that can improve

learning engagement

Access to FREE
resources, reducing

textbook costs

Shift the culture of learning and lead your
community into the future

Share your vision
with all of your
stakeholders

Foster collaboration
across your school or
district, from top to

bottom

LEARN
MORE

GET
MORE

CONTENT

Develop an ongoing
process to easily

share analytics and
apply lessons learned

Get the necessary
implementation

support, including
teacher training

T H E  L E A R N I N G  E X P E R I E N C E ,
T R A N S F O R M E D
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Expand how you measure
student success

Diagnostic assessments
Quizzes to assess lesson mastery
Essay questions
Standard annual tests
Performance tasks
Self- and peer evaluations
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